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Due to sensitivities surrounding recent police shootings, the threat of copycat attacks against law enforcement exist.

There is a threat of black supremacist extremists attempting to violently co opt the upcoming DNC/RNC.

FBI is re distributing a Situational Intelligence Report concerning threats against police in Louisiana following an
officer involved shooting in Baton Rouge.

Future conference calls may be forthcoming if new information emerges.

OVERVIEW:

Dallas officials report the deceased barricaded gunman acted alone.

The deceased shooter has been identified as Micah Xavier JOHNSON, date of birth: July 2, 1991.

DETAILS:

Johnson had no criminal history.

Records indicate he has been an Army or Army National Guard member. We are working to verify his current status.

Johnson’s current employment status is unknown—although he applied for Unemployment benefits in 2014 post
military deployment

Johnson was armed with an SKS rifle and two handguns.

Based on statements by Johnson that there were explosive devices in the area, police swept the area thoroughly and
found none.

In TV interviews, the Dallas Chief of Police stated Johnson expressed he was upset about the recent police shootings in
Baton Rouge and Minneapolis in verbal exchanges with police during the standoff. The chief also briefed that prior to his
death, Johnson stated he had acted alone.

The Dallas Chief of Police explained they used a bomb robot with an attached explosive to approach Johnson, and that
Johnson was killed when the device detonated.
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A pair of brothers stopped on Interstate 35 were also questioned and released. The NOC does not yet have their
identifying information.

CONTEXT:

The investigation is

There are a number of black supremacist extremist movements in the Dallas area—the most prominent is the New Black
Panther Party (NBPP), which has numerous offshoots.

Additionally,

If this attack was

ACTIONS:

I&A is in contact with FBI’s Domestic Terrorism Analysis Unit and the DHS Intelligence Officer at the fusion center in
Dallas. I&A will

I&A will also be on a 3pm conference call hosted by Dallas PD and FBI to share more information on the investigation.
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